THE LONG MARCH BACK
FOLK AND POETRY SOCIAL
COMMEMORATING THE END OF THE 1984-85 MINERS STRIKE AND AFTERMATH
7:30 PM, SAT 6 MARCH 2010,
UPSTAIRS LOUNGE,
BRIDGE HOTEL,
CASTLE GARTH, NEWCASTLE

BEESWING, MARIE LITTLE, GARY MILLER OF THE WHISKY PRIESTS, KIDDAR’S LUCK, PITMAN DAViD DOUGLASS, THE LEGENDARY JOHNNY HANDLE AND A CAMEO PERFORMANCE BY MIKE ELLIOTT. POETS: PAUL SUMMERS, WILLIAM MARTIN, KATRINA PORTEOUS, LISA CAMPBELL ...AND MASTER OF CEREMONIES, Tyneside Poet KEITH ARMSTRONG

THE END OF THE 1984-85 MINERS STRIKE AND ITS AFTERMATH

CONFERENCE★WORKERS BOOK FAIR★SOCIAL EVENING
WITH IAN LAVEREY
DAVE DOUGLASS, DAViE GUY, RACHEL HORN
DAViE HOPPER, BILL RONKSLey, ANNE SCARGiLL, KEITH STANLEY + ALL DAY BOOK FAIR + FOLK & POETRY SOCIAL
11.30AM - SAT 6 MARCH 2010 - BRIDGE HOTEL NEWCASTLE
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